Using spin waves we directly probe the interface of an exchange biased Ni80Fe20/Ir25Mn75 film which has been modified by the presence of an Au dusting layer. Combining this experimental data with a discretised simulation model, parameters relating to interface exchange coupling and modification of interface magnetisation are determined. Exchange coupling is found to be relatively uniform as gold thickness is increased, and undergoes a sudden drop at 1.5Å of gold. Interface magnetisation decreases as a function of the gold dusting thickness. Antiparallel alignment of the ferromagnet and antiferromagnet supress the interface magnetisation compared to when they are in parallel alignment. These findings imply that the interface region has specific magnetisation states which depend on the ferromagnet orientation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fine scale control over growth of magnetic interfaces has made the tailoring of bulk magnetic properties though exchange bias possible [1] [2] [3] . In most cases it is not at all clear what occurs at the interface region and the role played by various factors such as roughness [4] , intermixing [5] , coupling direction [6] [7] [8] and defects [9, 10] . Recently, many groups have begun to make detailed observations of this region with techniques able to probe buried interfaces such as neutron scattering [8, 11, 12] , XMCD [11, [13] [14] [15] [16] and electron Mössbauer [17] . Ferromagnetic resonance [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] can also be used to study magnetic interfaces through shifts in the spin wave mode resonance conditions. Sufficiently thick films allow multiple standing spin wave modes to be observed. Their standing wave profiles are distorted by magnetic interactions at the FM/AFM interface. It has been shown that by interpreting these standing wave modes with a suitable model, information about interface coupling and interface magnetisation may be obtained [18, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . This is possible because interface pinning affects higher order mode frequencies more strongly then lower order mode frequencies due to the quadratic spin wave dispersion relationship [22] .
In order to uniquely identify the role of the interface in exchange bias, many experiments have been performed which directly modify the interface region either through * rhet.magaraggia@gmail.com ion-bombardment [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] or direct doping using an impurity layer [37] [38] [39] . Here we study Permalloy/IrMn bilayers that have a partial Au layer between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers. This partial gold layer is not thick enough to form a continuous layer, and is characterised though an nominal thickness. Gold is chosen because it locally blocks exchange coupling, as opposed to other materials such as iron which may enhance local exchange coupling [37] . This partial or "dusting" layer at the interface allows a detailed examination of how the FM/AFM interaction changes [37] as a result of interface disruption.
Ferromagnetic resonance experiments were carried out at microwave frequencies to probe the magnetic ground state of the system. These resonances are calculated with an atomistic model which incorporates dipolar and exchange coupling as well as allowing a detailed adjustment of the layer by layer parameters. Measures of effective interface coupling are extracted which replicate the observed resonance frequencies. The simplest fit, with the fewest parameters, is to assume that the interface magnetisation must take on different values depending on the ferromagnet orientation with respect to the antiferromagnet. The gold dusting layer is found to disrupt the interface magnetisation, and interface coupling is dramatically reduced for nominal thicknesses less then a continuous monolayer. Ta(50Å) were sequentially deposited onto Si(001) substrates by dc-magnetron sputtering at an argon working pressure of 2.5 mTorr. Typical deposition rates were 2-2.5Å s −1 , which were determined by measuring the thickness of calibration films by low-angle x-ray reflectometry. Film roughness was in the order of 3-4Å, also determined by low-angle x-ray reflectometry. An in-plane field of 15.9 kA m −1 was applied during the growth to induce a macroscopic uniaxial anisotropy in the Ni 80 Fe 20 layer in a defined direction. The base pressure prior to the deposition was of the order of 1×10 −8 Torr and the samples were deposited at ambient temperature.
The IrMn layers were deposited from an alloy target. To facilitate the growth of face-centred-cubic (fcc) (111) orientation of IrMn, a buffer underlayer of Ta was employed. X-ray diffraction revealed that such samples were predominantly fcc with a (111) texture. We did not detect any changes in texture in a representative selection of doped samples measured by this technique, presumably since the Au dusting layer was so thin. Furthermore, the fcc structure of Au should prevent disruption of the crystal structure in subsequent layers. No post annealing steps were required, since the exchange bias pinning direction was set by a 15.9 kA m −1 in-plane forming field applied to the sample during the deposition of all the layers in this top spin-valve configuration.
The IrMn layer thickness of 60Å was chosen such that any slight changes in IrMn layer thickness itself did not alter the exchange bias. Atomic level disorder at the interface was achieved by depositing a δ layer dusting of Au [37] . The Au dusting layer was varied from 0 to 1.5 A, and is discontinuous for layer thickness below 8Å, given that the lattice spacing for Au is 4.08Å.
In-plane and out-of-plane FMR magnetometry was used to extract µ 0 M S from resonance frequency data [22] . In-plane FMR magnetometry along the easy axis of a Ni 80 Fe 20 sample with no IrMn gave a saturation magnetisation µ 0 M S of 0.80±0.05 T, a gyromagnetic ratio of 2.8×10
10 Hz T −1 and in plane bulk anisotropy µ 0 H A of less then 0.0007 T. Further magnetometry was performed using the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE). A 635 nm diode laser, rated at 5 mW, was used to illuminate the sample. A differential amplifier was used to analyse polarisation rotation.
MOKE measurements were carried out along the sample easy axis by sweeping the field at 10 Hz, in order to reduce noise. Exchange bias is determined from MOKE measurements by taking half the difference between the positive and negative coercive field points on the corresponding hysteresis loop.
Broadband FMR measurements were carried out using a 20 GHz vector network analyser to excite and detect resonance measurements. A 0.3 mm wide microstrip line, which was connected to 50 Ω high frequency co-axial cables, acts as a microwave antenna and drives resonance in the sample, which is placed on top and is in direct contact with the microstrip. A Kepco powered electromagnet is used to supply the in-plane magnetic field. This magnetic field is swept and the S21(H) parameters are measured at a fixed microwave frequency as in [18, 19] . The applied magnetic field H, was varied between 0 and 51.7 kA m −1 , resonance was measured for H with and against the bias direction. The determined resonance field is referred to as H f . Microwave frequencies were chosen such that the fundamental resonance mode (FMR) and the first exchange mode (FEX) were excited at applied fields larger then the saturation field of 1.6 kA m −1 .
As in previous studies [18] , the bias was characterised using spin wave modes as half the difference between H f along and against the easy axis direction. The exchange bias determined by the two spin wave modes and MOKE are shown in Fig.(1) . As expected [40] the FMR and MOKE data are in good agreement, and the FEX mode shows a much larger exchange bias field. The FEX bias shift is larger then the other measures of exchange bias since this mode is particularly sensitive to interface pinning [18] . Addition of gold at the interface decreases the exchange bias to zero at an nominal dusting of 1.5 A. Similar findings have been reported for other types of dusting materials [37] . We note that coercivity undergoes a very slow decrease with increasing Au dusting thickness.
The characteristic inverse ferromagnetic thickness effect for exchange bias H EB ∝ 1/t N iF e [41] is seen in experiments, shown in Fig.(2) . Different magnitudes of exchange biasing are seen for different resonance modes. Coercivity decreases slightly with decreasing permalloy thickness. 
III. MODEL
Standing spin wave resonance conditions for in-plane magnetised thin films can be estimated using Kittel's formula [22] :
where ω is the frequency of the spin wave with wavenumber k, H f is an externally applied field in the plane of the thin film, M s is the saturation magnetisation and D is the exchange constant. In the simplest approximation, perturbations to spin wave frequency due to interface pinning and surface effects can be associated with a modified k. The precision with which FMR can be performed requires a more realistic model however, capable of describing inhomogeneous magnetic parameters near the interface. We base our model on the theory of Benson and Mills [42] . This also describes additional weak surface pinning due to dipole field effects which are not present in continuous models [43] .
The geometry is shown in Fig.(3) where there is a discrete number of layers in the y-direction, and an infinite number of lattice sites in the x and z directions.
The spin direction S z , saturation magnetisation M S , exchange interaction J, in plane K ip and out of plane K oop anisotropy are defined individually for each layer. In what follows, the same set of parameters for all AFM layers is used. Likewise, the parameters for all FM layers are the same except for the FM interface layer, which can vary. The spins in the ferromagnetic layers are all aligned along the direction of the externally applied field and antiferromagnetic layers are aligned antiparallel to neighbouring antiferromagnetic layers as shown in Fig.(3) . At the interface the first antiferromagnetic layer can be set either parallel or antiparallel relative to the applied field and ferromagnetic layers. For the purposes of this calcu- lation, interface coupling J int is always set to be positive. The geometry when the FM and AFM layers are aligned at the interface is referred to as "with bias". Likewise, the geometry when the FM and AFM layers are anti-aligned at the interface is referred to as "against bias". Following Ref. [42] , there are four contributions to the Hamiltonian:
The first contribution is due to the static applied field, H, in the z-direction;
with g the Landé factor and µ B the Bohr magneton. The second contribution is due the exchange interaction;
with J l − l giving the exchange between two spins at l and l , this is only non zero for nearest neighbours. The third contribution is from dipolar interactions;
where r = l − l . This is a long range interaction and the resulting dipole sums are very slow to converge. Following the treatment detailed by Ref. [42] using Ewald's method these are converted to a rapidly convergent form.
Further anisotropy contributions, such as magnetocrystalline anisotropies, which arise from sources other then the demagnetizing field comprises both in plane uniaxial anisotropy [44, 45] in the z direction and out of plane anisotropy [46] in the y direction;
where Fig.(4) , allows a consistent extraction of bulk in-plane anisotropy and exchange constant parameters. The sample with the thickest gold dusting of 1.5Å is used to fit γ, M S , K ip,F M , K op,F M and D because this sample shows no bias(see Fig.(1) ). Best fits give in-plane anisotropy of the ferromagnet in field units is A m −1 . The lattice constant of permalloy was set as a=0.355 nm [47] and 170 discrete layers were used to simulate a 60.5 nm thick permalloy film.
Interactions between the antiferromagnet and ferromagnet are mediated via direct exchange interaction at the FM/AFM interface J int , and long range dipole forces. The above values were held constant and interface parameters varied to fit FMR data from the thinner Au samples. Parameters used for the antiferromagnet were obtained from [48] and are in-plane anisotropy 
IV. RESULTS FOR INTERFACE PARAMETERS
We compare the calculated resonance field H f of the FMR mode (at 3 GHz) and the FEX mode (at 7 GHz) by altering only the strength of J int in Fig.(5) . Experimental data for Au thicknesses of 0, 0.9 and 1.5Å are shown for comparison. The two different theoretical lines represent the resonance fields for the FM aligned with and against bias. It is these two configurations which produces the observed exchange bias as seen in ferromagnetic resonance experiment.
There are several features of note. Firstly there is a small difference in H f for the two orientations (referred to as a "field gap"), even when J int = 0. This is caused by the different forces acting on spins at the interface when the ferromagnet is aligned with or against the antiferromagnet due to dipolar pinning from the antiferromagnet interface. Such a feature should not be seen experimentally as the interface is not atomically flat, and the polycrystalline nature of the thin film introduces a mixture of interface conditions. Furthermore, we assume that J int and all other interface parameters represent averages across interface.
The field gap in Fig.(5) for the two directions at nonzero J int can reproduce the exchange bias seen in the experimental data, but only if J int is different for each field direction. This is difficult to understand and we interpret it as meaning the model is too simple.
As a minimum complication we introduce a quantity
which describes changes in the interface magnetisation of the ferromagnet from that of the bulk. This is not unreasonable as the interface should be directly modified by the gold dusting layer. In fact, changes in interface magnetisation have been observed experimentally [11, [13] [14] [15] 49] , and have also been used in attempts to theoretically describe exchange bias [50, 51] . In this way there are effectively magnetic "clusters" coupled to the ferromagnet and antiferromagnet across the interface.
The dependence of resonance conditions as a function of Mint M S is shown in Fig.(6) for a fixed interface coupling to the AFM, set to 2 JintSz µ B = 0.325 T. This value of interface coupling was chosen to correspond to the coupling found for the 0Å gold dusting film, as in Fig.(8)(a) .
Both orientations of the FM with respect to the AFM are shown in Fig.(6) . When the FM is aligned with bias, we note that the resonance field is always decreased as ex- pected from arguments presented in [18] . The resonance field for the FM aligned against bias is always bigger, and has a maximum before it starts to converge towards the "with bias" case at low
. This represents the FM and AFM becoming decoupled as the interface magnetisation decreases to zero. In other words there are two solutions of a suitable Mint M S value for a given resonance field for the "against bias" case. In fitting to the data, the lower is allowed to vary depending on FM direction with respect to the AFM, but J int is required to be the same regardless of FM orientation. Due to the smaller experimental uncertainties related to the FMR mode data, the parameters determined this way represent a best fit to optimise agreement with the FMR mode resonance conditions. Fits to J int were done by matching to experimental data for the 0Å gold film and finding Although there is not complete agreement, using the parameters found for the thickest of the permalloy films seems to qualitatively reproduce the experimental resonance results. Fig.(7) also shows a comparison of experimental to theoretical results for the FEX mode in thinner NiFe films, although one should note the experimental excitation frequencies are varied from film to film in order to keep the modes in a H f range observable by our setup due to thickness effects.
Results for
= 0.325 T, and comparisons to the experimental H f data for both modes are shown in Fig.(8) . The calculations are in excellent agreement with the experimental data for the FMR mode. In contrast, the match to the FEX mode is not as good, with some large fluctuations which are possibly due to sample-tosample thickness variation, as exchange modes are extremely sensitive to film thickness [22] . Nevertheless, several points do closely follow the calculated trend for resonance field shifts. Interface magnetisation Mint M S is suppressed when the FM is against bias, but approaches the bulk value it is aligned with bias. The average Mint M S decreases roughly linearly as a function of gold dusting thickness and results from decreased average exchange coupling across the interface. At a average gold thickness of 1.5Å interface magnetisation drops sharply for both orientations as coupling through the interface layer becomes negligible.
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
We have used measurements of standing spin wave modes in a modified interface exchange biased system to propose a model of effective exchange coupling in an FM/AFM system with diluted interface. Interface coupling mediated via the interface magnetisation is found to slowly attenuate as the gold dusting thickness was increased, and then drops to zero at 1.5Å. When the FM and AFM are aligned (FM is aligned with bias) and there is no gold dusting, the interface magnetisation is found to be close to the bulk M s value for the FM. More importantly, the interface magnetisation is substantially suppressed when the FM is antiparallel aligned to the AFM (FM is aligned against bias). The interface magnetisation couples to and pins the ferromagnet, and it is this difference in pinning, arising from different FM/AFM alignment, which produces the bias effect observed with spin wave resonance. We have shown that a modified interface magnetisation model accurately reproduces the measured resonance fields.
Although modification of antiferromagnetic anisotropy in the model was tried, it was not sufficient to realistically change the calculated resonances. Resonances in the ferromagnet are found to be insensitive to changes in AFM anisotropy for a large range about the standard value [48] of
417 T for IrMn. Restricting any changes in anisotropy to the interface layers of the FM or AFM to reproduce these experimental field shifts leads to physically unrealistic values. The conclusion is that Mint M S is the most sensible parameter to change in order to describe the experimental results.
Experimentally it has been found that exchange biased multilayers have pinned or uncompensated spins [11, [13] [14] [15] 49] and fanning of magnetisation in the ferromagnet [17] . Our findings show that the interface magnetisation might vary as the bulk ferromagnetic spin direction is altered with respect to the antiferromagnet. The maximum difference of interface magnetisation between the two FM orientations is 0.6 times the value for is shown for the FM aligned with bias (triangles) and the FM aligned against bias (squares), this is a calculated quantity from the resonance data. (b) Experimental (solid symbols) and calculated (empty symbols) FMR mode resonance at 3 GHz excitation frequency, fits are sufficiently good that the experimental and theory significantly overlap. (c) Experimental (solid symbols) and calculated (empty symbols) FEX resonance fits at a 7 GHz excitation frequency. The label for Experiment is abbreviated as expt in the figure legend.
bulk M S and is confined close to the interface. Furthermore, exchange coupling strength across the ferromagnet/antiferromagnet interface needs only be very small compared to exchange coupling strength in the bulk of each material respectively, although we note that this is an effective coupling as mediated via the layer of altered magnetisation at the interface. This seems to be true even for samples where the permalloy layer is made thinner. Introduction of different types of dusting layers at different distances from the interface, and analysis with spin wave techniques would allow further exploration of the local changes to magnetisation at the FM/AFM interface.
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